Litigation Support,
Expert Witness &
Forensic Accounting Services

Who we are
Baker Tilly is a top 10 global Accountancy and Advisory firm, operating in over 145 countries
and employing 35,000 people, working out of more than 700 offices.

Baker Tilly Ireland provides a range of professional services including audit, tax, corporate
recovery, corporate finance and company secretarial advice. We are the leading examination
firm in Ireland and have acted in over 250 examination cases in recent years. This holistic
approach to our advisory work allows us to bring to bear forensic, financial, accounting and tax
skills to litigation support projects of significant scale.

Over the past two decades, our work has involved weekly case engagement with the Irish
Courts system; from the District Court right through to the Supreme Court. We have built up
extensive experience of Court process and procedure, including giving expert evidence in large
complex legal situations. Engaging with the legal profession and interacting in Court is an
environment in which we are very comfortable.
Our resources for Litigation Support and Forensic Accounting Services are led by our Managing
Partner Neil Hughes and Director, Dessie Morrow who have huge combined experience in
investigative forensic work across a range of industries. For multi-jurisdiction litigation support
services, we regularly call on experts within our international network.

Litigation Support & Expert Witness
Services
Our Litigation Support and Expert Witness Services focus on providing forensic assistance and expert
testimony in commercial legal matters, whether existing or pending.

We Provide:
1
Pre-trial support;
including planning,
expert reporting
and discovery

2
Trial support;
including analysing
testimony from the
other side and
acting as expert
witness

3
Settlement support;
including quantifying
amounts, and
structuring settlements
in the most tax
efficient manner
possible

Litigation support can be a follow on service from our fraud investigation or forensic technology services
but also deals with issues relating to liability in negligence cases and other cases that require the
quantification of economic damages.
A typical litigation support assignment strengthens a plaintiff’s case for the recovery of economic loss or
fortify a defendant’s resistance to litigation.

FRAUD
The types of unlawful activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fraudulent financial reporting including post- acquisition earn out reporting
Activity that leads to shareholder or partner disputes
Misappropriation of assets
Computer crime/abuse of IT policies/ phishing
Expenses avoided by fraudulent or illegal acts
Revenue gained by fraudulent or illegal acts
Professional negligence
Insurance fraud
Tax frauds

The usual steps required under a Fraud Investigation project include:

Planning

Discovery

Data
Gathering
and analysis

Formal
Interviews

Reporting
and provision
of expert
testimony

Dispute Advisory Services
Dispute Advisory Services can include both formal and informal assignments to assist in commercial dispute
resolution, often involving disputes of significant scale.
These can include resolving deadlock at board level, patent infringement disputes, loss of profits claims,
consequential loss and warranty claims. Resolution of disputes in the most tax efficient manner possible is a
core skillset of Baker Tilly.
In entrepreneurial, owner managed or family owned businesses, shareholder or partner disputes often arise.
The emotional issues can cloud what should otherwise be a straightforward commercial resolution,
particularly in family disputes.
We understand the importance of both the emotional and commercial issues in reaching a resolution to a
dispute.

Forensic Technology

The field of Forensic Technology is broad and covers
the following general headings:

Data recovery
following
deliberate
deletion

Cybersecurity
rapid
response

Digital
investigations

eDiscovery

Forensic Technology can be a subset of forensic accounting or litigation support engagements, wherein data
is retrieved from suspect computers for a legal case through extraction and analysis or through recovering
lost data.
However, it can also be a standalone offering where the client’s requirements are purely in the realm of data
recovery/analysis.

Corporate Intelligence &
Asset Tracing
Corporate Intelligence is the process of obtaining information from a range of trusted sources to assist clients
to better understand the nature of actual or prospective business partners, suppliers, customers or employees.
Asset Tracing is a procedure to identify property in the ownership of the target or that has been taken from the
claimant involuntarily.
It is not in itself a way to recover the property, but rather to identify it so that the client (or indeed the Court)
can decide what steps to take or remedies to apply.
We offer a thorough and comprehensive report about an individual and their asset holdings through a variety
of resources, including online searches, company search analysis, directorships, social media, licensing, land
registries, aviation registries and news items. Finally, we utilise alternative sources up to and including private
investigator reports and the use of extra- jurisdictional partners where required.
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